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Centre Ring, 



This is indeed a special sale, signifying the first 
access to our elite Ultrablack females and an 
opportunity to secure our top genetics as we 
sell our ENTIRE SHOW TEAM.  

This year will mark a momentous occasion 
for Palgrove as we step back into the show 
ring at BEEF24. We are excited to showcase 
the Ultrablack breed for the first time at the 
country’s premier beef industry event. We 
haven’t shown cattle for more than a decade, 
and this will be a one off for us to support this 
occasion. We intend on showing 17 head, 5 bulls 
and 12 females, all of which will be sold in the 
centre ring on the Thursday night following the 
interbreed judging.

Our Ultraback program is in its 15th year, we 
have seen significant growth in the last 6 years in 
terms of breeding females and number of bulls 
getting sold across Australia. The phenotype, 
data and feedback we are receiving on the 
Ultrablack cattle is proving they will be a driving 
force to improve profitability for commercial 
producers, particularly in northern Australia. 

While we have sold Ultrablack females privately 
or in bigger runs of commercial females on 
AuctionsPlus in the past, we have never offered 
the ‘top end’ of our females due to the growth 
phase of our herd. 

We look forward to catching up with you all at 
the sale on the 9th of May at Beef24.

Please make sure you call to see us at Site O50 
throughout the week, If you can’t make it to the 
sale in person the sale will be Interfaced with 
AuctionsPlus and we hope we can see you at one 
of sales later in the year.

Welcome to the  
‘First of our Finest’.

LOT 1



“First of
our Finest”

12 Ultrablack Females

5 Ultrablack Bulls

THURSDAY 9TH MAY 2024
CENTRE RING, 5.30PM
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Inspection:
Cattle may be inspected any time prior to the sale by 
arrangement. If you can’t make it on sale day, we encourage 
you to inspect the bulls at a time convenient to you and bid 
via phone or AuctionsPlus. Please discuss your requirements 
with Ben, we enjoy being a part of the decision making 
process. 

AuctionsPlus:
AuctionsPlus is an alternate bidding option if you can’t attend the 
sale in person. However, it is only available to registered users. 
We recommend registering online as soon as possible - at least 
24hrs prior to the sale. 
Register at www.auctionsplus.com.au

Breeding Soundness:
All animals offered for sale have passed a semen test or Preg 
test on relevant animals,  by Veterinarians from Ced Wise 
ABS. 
All bulls offered for sale have been examined by the stud’s 
Veterinary consultant for structural and physical soundness 
to Australian Veterinary Association standards. A Bull 
Breeding Soundness Evaluation Certificate will be available.

Guarantee:
All stock are guaranteed breeders. Any claim against the 
breeding ability of an animal purchased should be made in 
writing and accompanied by a Veterinary Certificate within six 
months of the date of sale. In the event of a bull failing to breed, 
it may either be replaced with an animal of comparable value 
or credit to the full purchase price will be given at the following 
sale or on a private sale animal.

Health:
Palgrove maintains a J-Bas 7 status, so animals are free to move to 
anywhere in Australia. Sale bulls have been inoculated twice with 
7-in-1; Pestigard, Vibrio and 3 Day Sickness along with a single dose of 
3 germ tick blood. 
Female have been inoculated twice with 7-in-1; Pestigard and a single 
dose of 3 germ tick blood (unless stated otherwise). 

Delivery:
We take personal interest in the efficient delivery of all stock 
after the sale. Hourn and Bishop will be handling the delivery of 
sale cattle.

Parent Verification Assurance:

PV -  these lots have been DNA Parent Verified (both Sire & Dam) 

SV - these lots have been DNA Sire Verified 

DV - these lots have been DNA Dam Verified 

DNA verification improves the integrity of the pedigree & EBV 

information that is displayed in this sale catalogue.

Breed Registration:
All animals in the Sale are dual registered with both Angus Australia 

MBR and Brangus Australia. 

All information displayed in the Catalgoue , is as used in Anugs 

Australia.  

If looking up animals in the Brangus Society Palgrove’s Prefix is PK.

eg PK 22UT1169.  

SALE  INFORMATION

Please refer to Terms and Conditions of Sale at the back page of 

this Catalogue.



Our Approach:

Even though the scale of the registered herd has increased 
substantially since 1969, our breeding objectives haven’t 
waivered. We aim to drive performance through our 
genetics to improve profitability and efficiency in beef 
production, while maintaining customer satisfaction.  

Palgrove buyers expect the best from our cattle - whether 
it’s a one stud sire or a draft of 100 commercial bulls. Our 
job is to deliver cattle and service that is beyond our clients’ 
expectations.

Palgrove Properties:

The Palgrove herd is run across a diversified group 
of properties in Queensland and New South Wales, 
Australia. This enables us to run our breeding herd and 
grow out our sale bulls under commercial conditions. 
Our breeding properties are located at Ben Lomond, 
Warwick  and Inverell, with our bull deopt at Drillham 
QLD and our new Sale Complex near Chinchilla. These 
properties allow us to provide our clients with a year 
round supply of cattle that are easily accessible at a 
number of locations. 

Commercially Focused Genetics:

Since the early beginnings of the Palgrove stud, we have 
been using raw data and Breedplan to measure the genetic 
improvement in our cattle for the three main profit drivers: 
a) Fertility
b) Growth and Weight Gain
c) Carcase Merit
It’s been a systematic selection process over 50 
years with Palgrove possessing the largest and most 
comprehensive Charolais and Ultrablack EBV data in the 
country. 

We’ve always focused our breeding program on the 
commercial profit traits, but until now it was difficult to 
verify the value of Palgrove genetics - particularly for 
eating quality and the carcase $ value that Palgrove 
genetics add. 

Over the last few years, we’ve entered cattle in the 
Paddock to Palate competition which has enabled us to 
verify the profitability of Palgrove commercial progeny. 
Our cattle have risen to the top consistently with winning 
pens across weight gain, carcase and eating quality. We 
don’t just make claims - we deliver value!

PALGROVE STUD

GLEN WILGA SALE COMPLEX
It is exciting to see how far it has come in 4 months - We commend our team for their hard work and commitment to deliver this project. 

From a completely undeveloped block we have put up 34km of fencing, laid 8km of poly pipe and installed 45 troughs, 6 tanks, a 
commodities shed, Stockyards, Sale Shed and display Pens and planted 600 acres of oats. 

LUCKILY, WE ONLY HAVE TO DO THIS ONCE!

We are excited to welcome you all to the new home of Palgrove’s Annual Sale. 

‘Glen Wilga’, 1262 Hopeland School Rd, Chinchilla.

GLEN WILGA SALE COMPLEX 

OPENED SEPTMEBER 2023

Sale Day 2023 - 8th September
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RBY IMF

EBV -3.3 +0.5 -0.6 +4.3 +40 +79 +96 +79 +13 -2.0 +1.0 +17 +0.25 +59 +7.5 +0.7 +0.7 +1.2 +0.5

TACE (Ultrablack 2022 Drop only) EBV Averages

In this sale, the Estimated Breeding Values (EBV) 
presented are from the TACE Angus MBR Breedplan 
(April  2024).

Each breed runs a separate Breedplan evaluation. 
As the genetic base for each breed is different, only 
EBVs for animals within a particular breed can be 
directly compared. 

Putting this in practical terms, a 600 day weight 
EBV of +41 on an Ultrablack or Brangus bull is not 
equivalent to a 600 day weight EBV of +41 on a 
Charolais bull. 

Our Ultrablack bull EBV’s are provided to us as 
registered animals on the Angus Multi Breed 
Register (MBR). Only pure Angus cattle are recored 
on HBR/APR registers.

For the past two years Angus Australia and 
Palgrove have been working together to provide 
tailored benchmarking information on our 
registered Ultrablack animals. This has involved 
producing averages and percentile rankings based 
only on the TACE EBVs of all 2022 born Ultrablack 
or Brangus animals recorded with Angus Australia. 
This new benchmarking information is presented 
in this sale catalogue. We hope this makes it easier 
for you to make comparisons on these animals.

When assessing cattle performace, it is essential to 
always compare ‘apples’ with ‘apples’

PERFORMANCE  INFORMATION



Palgrove has been breeding Ultrablacks 
for over fifteen years and are now 
consitstinaly producing a more adapted 

Angus-based breed combination for clients 
across Australia.

These are specifically designed high Angus 
content Brangus bulls (typically 82% Angus and 
18% Brahman infusion) that we call ‘Palgrove 
Ultrablacks’.

We retain as much Angus carcase and meat 
quality (both in EBV selection and phenotype) 
as possible and add selection for sleek coats and 
clean sheaths to our breeding programme. 

The bulls resemble a ‘tropical Angus’ with a sleek 
coat, pliable hide and the constitution that comes 
from their ‘hint of Bos Indicus’ and have the ‘meat 
quality of Angus in a heat tolerant package’.

We know that our bulls need to be equally at 
home in northern or southern production regions 
of Australia and that our bulls needed to have 
clean sheaths; sleek coats; growth and carcase 
quality, so we focused our genetic design on 
these when selecting for both phenotype and 
objective data.

We have been careful to select predictable 
Brangus and Angus breeding sires from 
commercially focused herds with high accuracy 
Breedplan data. 

The use of AI, Embryo Transplant and walking 
bulls that combine the best of USA and 
Australian genetics means that we are able to 
produce consistent quality bulls that suit any 
Australian environment.

Reports from our clients have been 
overwhelmingly positive - “the heifer progeny 
mature at an earlier age and fertility percentages 
have risen markedly”.

And this...“the Ultrablacks are outperforming 
any other tropical cross cattle we’ve trialed, from 
weaners, background and feedlot weights as well 
as grass fed bullocks”.

Talk to us about your breeding options with 
these Ultrablack cattle that are BRED TO 
DELVER. 

ULTRABLACKS



SIRES OF INFLUENCE

• We considered Revolution to be the ‘complete package’ when he sold in 2022 for and Australian record at the 

time for $70,000.

• Phenotypically Revolution was hard to fault – built in natural balance and constitution and plenty of butt shape. 

• Like his sire Brickhouse, he will improve sheath design in his progeny.

• His full sister sells at lot 9 and the first of his progeny to be sold sells at lot 8 – both have pedigrees of Ultrablack royalty. 

PALGROVE REVOLUTION (P)

• Imported embryo that was retained by Palgrove and has over 250 progeny on the ground.

• Moderate birth weight sire that adds plenty of weight for age, strong carcase traits and great skins. 

• He’s deep and square and is producing easy fleshing cattle with a touch more bone and plenty of performance.

• His sons will feature at the front end of our September sale. 

PALGROVE QUALITY TIME (P) ET



• Quick Release is an imported embryo out of the US. 

• He’s a smooth muscled clean made sire. After his first progeny hit the ground easily and with low Birth Weight 

data we have used both him and his sons in our heifer programs.

• Quick Release is by arguably one of the best sires to come out of the US, Suhn’s Foundation and out of Suhn’s 

Business Line’s dam – You can’t get a better pedigree than that. 

• His first sons sold at last years Annual sale to a top of $48,000.

PALGROVE QUICK RELEASE (P) ET

• Impact sire out of the Geneplus program in the US.

• After inspecting his dam in the US and combining her with Foundation, it’s easy to see where he gets his 

depth of body; volume; structural integrity and breeding consistency. 

• He has been used in our Ultrablack and Brangus programs and has proven he will improve sheath design in 

one generation. 

• High ranking Growth, Yield and Scrotal Size EBV’s with IMF in the top 15%.  

SF BRICKHOUSE



LOT 1 PALGROVE THURSTON SV

Tattoo:  QHB22T1169  Calved: 05/08/2022 (21 mths)

BW Milk 200 400 600 SS EMA Rump IMF% RBY

EBV 5.9 8 43 91 107 2.6 5.2 2.4 -0.3 0.8

Acc 70% 40% 66% 67% 63% 71% 47% 51% 45% 45%

Rank 15% 25% 5% 15%

We can’t breed them anymore correct – he’s 
long bodied, thick topped, with plenty of 
butt shape and sire appeal. 

Great combination of pedigree - His sire 
Rowdy, was by Nockabout, who was the 
high selling bull in 2019.

His dam is by the consistent producing 
Foundation – 16 sons have sold at auction to 
top at $50,000 and average $23,300. 

He’s right where we aim to be in our 
Ultrablack program – medium framed, sleek 
skin, ideal sheath design, big scrotal, great 
structure and loads of volume and capacity. 

Thurston is up there with the best we have 
produced. 

Homozygous Polled, Heterozygous Black.

Purchaser .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................$............................................................................

Angus MBR Registered: Angus 81% Brahman 19%

 S: PALGROVE NOCKABOUT N575

S: PALGROVE ROWDY R714  

 D: PALGROVE FLORENCE N2192

 S: SUHN’S FOUNDATION  

D: PALGROVE CALLISTA Q26

 D: PALGROVE CALLISTA G146



LOT 2 PALGROVE TRENDSETTER SV

Tattoo:  QHB22T826  Calved: 16/07/2022 (21 1/2 mths)

BW Milk 200 400 600 SS EMA Rump IMF% RBY

EBV 3.9 17 47 94 114 2.9 8.9 0.7 -0.1 1.1

Acc 73% 49% 70% 70% 66% 73% 55% 57% 54% 52%

Rank 15% 15% 10% 15% 5%

Trendsetter has always been one of the 
higher performing bulls amongst his 
contemporaries – At 400 day scanning he 
combined an EMA of 104 with an IMF of 7.2%.

The front end of our September sale will be 
littered with these Quality Time sons – We 
have used him heavily in our program with 
over 250 progeny on the ground. 

Dam – consistent producer with all her 
females remained in the herd. 

We are proud of the way we have moulded 
these Ultrablack bulls to fit the Australian 
landscape and markets – sleek skinned, 
plenty of carcass shape, combined with 
strong maternal and fertility traits. 

Homozygous Polled, Homozygous Black.

Purchaser .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................$............................................................................

Angus MBR Registered: Angus 82% Brahman 18%

 S: TJM THREE D

S: PALGROVE QUALITY TIME ET  

 D: CB MS NORTH STAR

 S: ELLINGSON ROUGHRIDER  

D: ANVIL SALLY N148

 D: ANVIL SALLY J016

Sire - Palgrove Quality Time



LOT 3 PALGROVE TRUMAN SV

Tattoo:  QHB22T971  Calved: 26/07/2022 (21 mths)

BW Milk 200 400 600 SS EMA Rump IMF% RBY

EBV 4.6 13 45 82 101 1.4 4.6 2.1 -0.4 0.8

Acc 62% 43% 67% 68% 63% 72% 51% 54% 50% 49%

Rank 25% 20%

Another Quality Time son in the typical 
mould – Leans a touch more towards the Bos 
Indicus in phenotype with the added bone 
and depth of body. 

Dam – 4 calves in 4 years under the Palgrove 
prefix with a 345 DCI. She has produced top 
end bulls in the past with a son reaching 
$26,000.

He’s deep and smooth in his muscle pattern 
with a super sleek skin. He’s a bull that 
would be ideal over Brangus females in a bull 
breeding or stud program. 

You must appreciate the weight for age 
and carcase merit in this tropically adapted 
package. 

Homozygous Polled, Homozygous Black.

Purchaser .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................$............................................................................

Angus MBR Registered: Angus 82% Brahman 18%

 S: TJM THREE D

S: PALGROVE QUALITY TIME ET  

 D: CB MS NORTH STAR

 S: ITHACA G91  

D: PALGROVE ITHACA N280

 D: ITHACA K75

Sire - Palgrove Quality Time Maternal Brother Palgrove Raki R654
Sold 2022 for $26000



LOT 4 PALGROVE TECTONIC SV

Tattoo:  QHB22T2847  Calved: 14/10/2022 (18 1/2 mths)

BW Milk 200 400 600 SS EMA Rump IMF% RBY

EBV 5.4 14 42 87 103 2.1 6.3 3.5 0 0.8

Acc 54% 41% 62% 64% 57% 70% 44% 48% 42% 43%

Rank 25% 15% 10%

Note the age, younger bull with plenty of 
potential and the first Quest sons to be 
offered at auction. 

Dam – 4 calves in 4 years with a 366 DCI. 
She had a son with a similar butt shape sell in 
2021 for $26,000. 

Deep and soft with a big scrotal and that 
built in Palgrove temperament – He has the 
length of body and extra sire appeal, evident 
in the Quest progeny. 

Homozygous Polled, Homozygous Black.

Purchaser .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................$............................................................................

Angus MBR Registered: Angus 79% Brahman 21%

 S: TRIPLE B GLOBAL

S: TRIPLE B QUEST Q470  

 D: TRIPLE B RENEE H572

 

D: PALGROVE HATTIE L1685

  

Sire - Triple B Quest Maternal Brother Sold 2021 for $26000
Palgrove Qualifier Q1986



LOT 5 PALGROVE UNTOUCHABLE SV

Tattoo:  QHB23U98  Calved: 14/03/2023 (13 1/2 mths)

BW Milk 200 400 600 SS EMA Rump IMF% RBY

EBV 4.1 17 49 95 118 1.8 6 0.3 1 0.9

Acc 63% 46% 66% 63% 59% 58% 49% 50% 49% 46%

Rank 15% 10% 10% 10% 20% 25%

You’ll begin to see a pattern in these Quality 
Time progeny – deep, soft easy doing with 
plenty of performance and lean a touch more 
towards the Bos Indicus in phenotype.

Untouchable is long bodied; deep flanked 
with a great skin and plenty of growth left in 
the tank - only 13 1/2 mths.

The early maturity in these Ultrablack cattle 
continues to amaze us – The ideal way to 
improve profitability in your herd through 
early turn off and fertility through early age 
of puberty. 

Homozygous Polled, Homozygous Black.

Purchaser .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................$............................................................................

Angus MBR Registered: Angus 82% Brahman 18%

 S: TJM THREE D

S: PALGROVE QUALITY TIME ET

 D: CB MS NORTH STAR

  S: S S TRAVELER T510

D: BARR G MITTAGONG J67

 D: STRATHEWEN 1407 MITTAGONG A15

Sire - Palgrove Quality Time





LOT 6 PALGROVE IA MILA S129 SV

Tattoo:  QHB21S129  Calved: 18/03/2021 (37 1/2 mths)

BW Milk 200 400 600 SS EMA Rump IMF% RBY

EBV 8.2 11 49 82 115 1.4 11.4 2.6 -0.7 1.5

Acc 64% 49% 68% 69% 65% 55% 53% 58% 52% 53%

Rank 10% 10% 10% 15% 25%

Mila S129 is the ‘First of our Finest’ – she marks the 
first time Palgrove has offered access to our elite 
Ultrablack females at auction. 

Her sire Networth is renowned for adding extra 
performance, fat cover and weight for age to his 
progeny. He’s had 22 progeny sell at auction topping 
at $60,000 to average $20,250.

She’s an easy doing moderate framed female with 
plenty of length, volume and capacity. 

Ideal joining combination confirmed PTIC to 
Palgrove Revolution, due 8/09/24. Heifer calf at foot 
U2006, born 7/09/23, sire to be confirmed by DNA. 

Note: Due to Pregnancy Status cow and calf have 
not been Tick Blooded. 

Heterozygous Polled, Homozygous Black.

Purchaser .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................$............................................................................

Angus MBR Registered: Angus 77% Brahman 23%

 S: BONOX 821

S: TRIPLE B NETWORTH  

 D: TRIPLE B B168

  S: ITHACA C20

D: ITHACA MILA G111

 D: ITHACA A10

Sire - Triple B Networth Joining Sire - Palgrove Revolution Calf at foot - Palgrove IA Mila U2006 



LOT 7 PALGROVE WARGOONA T239 PV

Tattoo:  QHB22T239  Calved: 29/03/2022 (25 mths)

BW Milk 200 400 600 SS EMA Rump IMF% RBY

EBV 6 11 55 101 124 1.4 4.4 -0.6 0.1 0.6

Acc 75% 62% 73% 73% 70% 67% 62% 65% 63% 60%

Rank 5% 5% 5%

Due to pregnancy status a photo hasn’t been 
included in this catalogue – be sure to keep an eye 
out on our website and Facebook page for updated 
images closer to Beef. 

She’s a very special female that was destined for 
the donor pen – Huge amounts of milk when she 
calved down with great teat structure.

We are really impressed with the functionality of 
the Brickhouse females – medium framed, fertile, 
and great track recorded to improve sheath design. 

Bull calf at foot born 24/03/24 by CB Masterpiece. 

Left open to flush or join to the bull of your choice. 
Selling with two straws of any bull in the Palgrove 
sire battery.

Note: Due to Pregnancy Status cow and calf have not 
been Tick Blooded. 

Homozygous Polled, Homozygous Black.

Purchaser .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................$............................................................................

Angus MBR Registered: Angus 81% Brahman 19%

 S: SUHN’S FOUNDATION

S: SF BRICKHOUSE  

 D: SF MISS LTD

  S: COONAMBLE ELEVATOR E11

D: ANVIL WARGOONA H66

 D: ANVIL EBONY WARGOONA D1

Sire - SF Brickhouse Sire of Calf at Foot - CB Masterpiece

Thank you 

Pictured - Ben O’Dwyer & James Barton, ‘Glen Wilga’, Chinchilla and ‘Killaloo’ Drillham.

to our team for the extra work put into this 

historic event!



LOT 8 PALGROVE STAR U113 SV

Tattoo:  QHB23U113  Calved: 15/03/2023 (13 1/2 mths)

BW Milk 200 400 600 SS EMA Rump IMF% RBY

EBV 5.7 13 48 89 103 1.7 3.2 0.8 1.2 0.2

Acc 66% 59% 67% 64% 63% 61% 53% 56% 57% 50%

Rank 15% 20% 25% 15%

Two very special unjoined females with bred in the 
purple pedigree’s that position them in ‘Ultrablack 
royalty’.

Star’s pedigree is littered with connections to 
many Australian top price record holders; inluding 
Sire, Revolution $70,000 and Maternal brother, 
Primemover $35,000. Star K620s’ dam is also 
the dam of Sugar Ray who sold for $80,000. Star 
U113s’ Grand dam is in our donor program and last 
year produced 30 embryos by Revolution in one 
single flush.

No matter what colour, breed or country you live 
in, this is a top shelf female – She’s long and deep 
with the extra softness and fleshing to highlight 
her doing ability. 

You could build your entire breeding program 
around a female of this quality. 

Homozygous Polled, Homozygous Black.

Purchaser .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................$............................................................................

Angus MBR Registered: Angus 81% Brahman 19%

 S: SF BRICKHOUSE

S: PALGROVE REVOLUTION  

 D: WHEELVIEW BARA G1

 S: NINDOOINBAH H343

D: PALGROVE STAR K620

  D: PALGROVE H386

Sire - Palgrove Revolution Maternal Brother Palgrove Primemover Son of Grand Dam, Palgrove Sugar Ray



LOT 9 PALGROVE BARA U261 ET PV

Tattoo:  QHB23U261  Calved: 28/03/2023 (13 mths)

BW Milk 200 400 600 SS EMA Rump IMF% RBY

EBV 5 13 51 93 110 1.7 4 -0.4 1 0.5

Acc 73% 57% 69% 66% 65% 60% 54% 56% 56% 52%

Rank 5% 10% 20% 25% 25%

We are true to our word by offering the ‘First 
of our Finest’ – She’s a full sister to the former 
Australian record top price holder Revolution, 
who sold for $70,000 in 2022. 

Like her full brother she has extreme length and 
style, both Revolution and his sire Brickhouse 
lean more to the Angus in phenotype and are 
renowned for improving sheath design and 
milking ability in females.

We are just scraping the surface of the impact 
these Ultrablack females will have on the beef 
industry – This is your chance to get in on the 
ground floor of these leading genetics. 

What an opportunity!!!

Homozygous Polled, Homozygous Black.

Purchaser .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................$............................................................................

Angus MBR Registered: Angus 81% Brahman 19%

 S: SUHN’S FOUNDATION

S: SF BRICKHOUSE  

 D: SF MISS LTD

 S: KENNY’S CREEK WHITWORTH W134

D: WHEELVIEW BARA G1

  D: KENNY’S CREEK BARA A341

Sire - SF Brickhouse Palgrove Revolution



LOT 10 PALGROVE TARA (P) SV

Tattoo:  QHB22T695  Calved: 09/07/2022 (22 mths)

BW Milk 200 400 600 SS EMA Rump IMF% RBY

EBV 3.4 18 39 83 101 1.9 4.3 1.5 0.5 0.9

Acc 62% 52% 66% 67% 63% 57% 53% 58% 53% 53%

Rank 10% 20%

Her sire, Rush Hour R12, is transmitting plenty of 
performance and carcass traits into his progeny. 
His sons will feature heavily in the front end of 
our September bull sale. 

Big volume, broody young female that has 
always stood out in her contemporaries for her 
extra performance. 

At 400 Day scanning in December, she was 
530kg, EMA of 93cm with an IMF of 7.1% and fat 
scans of 12 & 9mm. 

PTIC to Palgrove Star Dust S1223, sold 2023 for 
$20,000 and due 3/09/24.

Homozygous Polled, Homozygous Black.

Purchaser .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................$............................................................................

Angus MBR Registered: Angus 84% Brahman 16%

 S: SUHN’S MAJESTIK BEACON

S: PALGROVE RUSH HOUR   

 D: TWYNAM G3

 S: CASTLE LANG LANG L518  

D: PALGROVE TARA Q182

 D: PALGROVE TARA E106

Sire - Palgrove Rush Hour Joining Sire - Palgrove Stardust



LOT 11 PALGROVE KAHARAU T942 SV

Tattoo:  QHB22T942  Calved: 25/07/2022 (21 mths)

BW Milk 200 400 600 SS EMA Rump IMF% RBY

EBV 4.7 14 44 87 101 2 6.9 0.8 0.2 1.4

Acc 67% 53% 69% 70% 66% 58% 57% 61% 57% 56%

Rank 25% 15%

They don’t come much sweeter, she’s a favorite 
amongst our team – Ideal phenotype and 
constitution with a bomb proof temperament. 

She has the typical length, appeal, and hip shape 
we have come to expect from the Quick Release 
progeny. He continues to be used in both our 
heifer and cow programs and his first 9 sons to 
sell at auction topped at $48,000 to average 
$19,777. 

Great joining prospect to the highly anticipated 
GACC Data Bank due 4/08/24. This will be some 
of the first Data Bank progeny born in Australia 
with semen only coming on the open market in 
spring 2024. 

Homozygous Polled, Homozygous Black.

Purchaser .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................$............................................................................

Angus MBR Registered: Angus 82% Brahman 18%

 S: SUHN’S FOUNDATION

S: PALGROVE QUICK RELEASE ET  

 D: SUHN’S MISS NORTH STAR

 S: BOONAROO GLENELG G113  

D: ANVIL KAHARAU K547

 D: ANVIL KAHARAU F86

Sire - Palgrove Quick Release Joining Sire - GACC Data Bank



LOT 12 PALGROVE JESTRESS T1706 PV

Tattoo:  QHB22T1706  Calved: 26/08/2022 (20 mths)

BW Milk 200 400 600 SS EMA Rump IMF% RBY

EBV 6.7 15 56 104 127 2.6 9.2 -1.2 -0.8 1.7

Acc 68% 55% 70% 69% 66% 65% 58% 59% 60% 54%

Rank 5% 5% 5% 5% 15%

Great blend of pedigree – Quality Time over 
the proven cow maker in Klooney. 

Dam – 3 calves in 3 years with a 357 DCI. 
Son made the Annual Sale draft and sold for 
$13,000.

Plenty of volume, depth, length, and the type 
you can picture as a real donor prospect in 
the future. 

Joined naturally to Triumph T659, a 
Masterpiece son that will improve IMF in 
his progeny without compromising on eye 
muscle area. Due 08/09/24. 

Homozygous Polled, Homozygous Black.

Purchaser .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................$............................................................................

Angus MBR Registered: Angus 82% Brahman 18%

 S: TJM THREE D

S: PALGROVE QUALITY TIME ET

 D: CB MS NORTH STAR

 S: MILLAH MURRAH KLOONEY K42  

D: PALGROVE JESTRESS P723

 D: ANVIL JESTRESS L242

Sire - Palgrove Quality Time Joining Sire - Palgrove Triumph T659



LOT 13 PALGROVE CINNAMON T751 PV

Tattoo:  QHB22T751  Calved: 12/07/2022 (21 1/2 mths)

BW Milk 200 400 600 SS EMA Rump IMF% RBY

EBV 6.5 6 48 94 115 1.4 7.1 -2.8 0.1 1.5

Acc 75% 60% 72% 72% 69% 66% 60% 63% 61% 58%

Rank 15% 10% 10% 25%

Second generation Ultrablack by the ever-
consistent Kingpin who has produced 
Australian record top price holders and due 
to his calving ease traits was used in our 
heifer programs. 

Cinnamon’s ideal combination of carcase 
shape, softness and femininity highlights why 
she will be a future matron. This is backed up 
with her perfect teat size and placement. 

You will admire the extra length and butt 
shape. She measured a massive 7.6% for IMF 
with a EMA of 91 square centimeters at 400 
day scanning. 

Ideal type to inject back through a Brangus 
program. 

Homozygous Polled, Homozygous Black.

Purchaser .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................$............................................................................

Angus MBR Registered: Angus 81% Brahman 19%

 S: TEXAS STAR 

S: PALGROVE KINGPIN   

 D: LOCHTON DIR WILCOOLA Z36

 S: SF BRICKHOUSE  

D: PALGROVE CINNAMON R662

 D: PALGROVE CINNAMON B80

Sire - Palgrove Kingpin Joining Sire - GACC Data Bank



LOT 14 PALGROVE WIVEN T747 SV

Tattoo:  QHB22T747  Calved: 11/07/2022 (21 1/2 mths)

BW Milk 200 400 600 SS EMA Rump IMF% RBY

EBV 4.1 17 46 90 106 1.4 6.7 0.1 0.6 1

Acc 62% 45% 63% 61% 57% 57% 49% 50% 50% 46%

Rank 15% 20% 15% 25%

You will begin to see a pattern in these 
Quality Time progeny – Great phenotype 
with plenty of performance. 

Dam – 3 calves in 3 years with a 378 DCI. 

Wivem leans a little more towards the Bos 
Indicus in phenotype – great skin, deep 
flanked, easy doing, wouldn’t you love a herd 
full of them!

Great joining prospect with the expecting 
calf being some of the first Databank 
progeny to be born in Australia. Due 
04/08/24.

Homozygous Polled, Homozygous Black.

Purchaser .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................$............................................................................

Angus MBR Registered: Angus 82% Brahman 18%

 S: TJM THREE D

S: PALGROVE QUALITY TIME ET 

 D: CB MS NORTH STAR

 S: BRUNS THUNDERBOLT 963  

D: ANVIL WIVEM P300

 D: ANVIL M241

Sire - Palgrove Quality Time Joining Sire - GACC Data Bank



LOT 15 PALGROVE WL MCKINLEY T1011 SV

Tattoo:  QHB22T1011  Calved: 29/07/2022 (21 mths)

BW Milk 200 400 600 SS EMA Rump IMF% RBY

EBV 4.1 11 35 68 81 0.9 9.6 -0.2 0.1 1.6

Acc 72% 55% 67% 67% 64% 59% 53% 57% 55% 52%

Rank 25% 20%

Second generation Ultrablack with the ideal 
combination of pedigree – Quantum over 
a Global daughter, Quantum was the high 
selling bull in 2021 at $35,000. 

Moderate efficient type – she’s deep, soft and 
easy fleshing. 

The higher Bos Indicus features would 
enable her to excel in either an Ultrablack or 
Brangus program – She is the type we love to 
breed and won’t offer for sale very often.

Confirmed PTIC to Databank, due 04/08/24. 
The expecting calf will be some of the first 
born in the country. 

Homozygous Polled, Homozygous Black.

Purchaser .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................$............................................................................

Angus MBR Registered: Angus 79% Brahman 21%

 S: CRC GUARDIAN

S: PALGROVE QUANTUM  

 D: GLENROY G1109

 S: TRIPLE B GLOBAL  

D: PALGROVE WL MCKINLEY K1154

 D: WAVERLEY D95

Sire - Palgrove Quantum Joining Sire - GACC Data Bank



LOT 16 PALGROVE BLACK BIRD T1076 SV

Tattoo:  QHB22T1076  Calved: 01/08/2022 (21 mths)

BW Milk 200 400 600 SS EMA Rump IMF% RBY

EBV 4.5 15 49 89 105 2.5 10.6 -0.1 0.3 2.1

Acc 74% 56% 71% 71% 67% 61% 59% 62% 59% 58%

Rank 10% 20% 5% 15% 5%

She’s about as perfect as we can make 
them and right where we aim to be in our 
Ultrablack program. 

Dam – no miss fertility record, 6 progeny 
in 6 years with a DCI of 358. Her sons have 
reached $14,000. 

Typical length and hip shape we would 
expect from the Quick Release progeny. 
He has been used successfully in our 
heifer programs and is producing some 
phenomenal females. 

Naturally joined to Triumph T659, a CB 
Masterpeice son. Pregnancy details will be 
provided on sale day. 

Homozygous Polled, Homozygous Black.

Purchaser .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................$............................................................................

Angus MBR Registered: Angus 82% Brahman 18%

 S: SUHN’S FOUNDATION

S: PALGROVE QUICK RELEASE ET  

 D: SUHN’S MISS NORTH STAR

 S: AYRVALE BARTEL E7 

D: WHEELVIEW BLACK BIRD K5

 D: KANSAS BLACK BIRD G118

Sire - Palgrove Quick Release Join Sire - Palgrove Triumph T659



LOT 17 PALGROVE WILCOOLA T1312 SV

Tattoo:  QHB22T1312  Calved: 10/08/2022 (21 mths)

BW Milk 200 400 600 SS EMA Rump IMF% RBY

EBV 4 16 42 83 101 1 8.6 -0.2 0.4 1.1

Acc 72% 55% 68% 68% 65% 59% 55% 59% 56% 54%

Rank 20%

A beautifully made Quickstep daughter 
who will inject marbling into your program 
without compromising on weight for age and 
carcase shape. She measured 7.8% for IMF at 
400 day scanning.

Plenty of strength on the maternal side of 
the pedigree with the combination of Triple B  
H574 and Wilcoola donor female. 

We are proud of the acceptance and impact 
these Ultrablack cattle are having on the 
Australian beef industry. The future looks 
promising and here’s your chance to be apart 
of it. 

Naturally joined to Triumph T659, a CB 
Masterpeice son. Pregnancy details will be 
provided on sale day. 

Homozygous Polled, Homozygous Black.

Purchaser .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................$............................................................................

Angus MBR Registered: Angus 82% Brahman 18%

 S: SUHN’S FOUNDATION

S: PALGROVE QUICKSTEP  

 D: GLENROY G1035

 S: TRIPLE B H574

D: PALGROVE LOCHTON DIR WILCOOLA P2 

 D: LOCHTON DIR WILCOOLA Z36

Sire - Palgrove Quickstep Joining Sire - Palgrove Triumph T659



1. The highest bidder shall, subject to Condition 2, be the purchaser provided that the 
vendor reserves the right to bid either by himself or through his agent or auctioneer and 
should any dispute arise among the bidders for any lot, during or immediately after sale 
of the lot, it shall be settled at the auctioneers absolute discretion who may, should one of 
the disputants advance, put the lot or lots up again. The bidding from time to time shall be 
regulated by the auctioneer and no bid shall be retracted.

2. The sale will be conducted on a “Sale” or “no Sale” basis whereby the lot for sale shall be 
knocked down to the highest bidder, but the sale will be subject to the acceptance of the 
highest bid by the vendor who will immediately after the fall of the hammer declare “Sale” 
or “no Sale”. Should the vendor reject the bid of the highest bidder such bidder will have 
the right of first refusal of the lot at the vendor’s nominated price for one hour after the lot 
has been passed out of the ring on the terms and Conditions herein set forth in so far as 
they shall apply.

(a) All Sales will be conducted on the basis that the bid price will be exclusive of Goods 
& Services tax (GST). GST will be added to the bid price after the fall of the hammer for 
those sales subject to GST.

3. The details of the purchaser, the purchase price and the lot sold as recorded by the sale 
clerk for and on behalf of the auctioneer shall be equally binding on both purchaser and 
vendor.

4. The auctioneer expressly reserves the right, without giving any reason therefore, to:-

(a) Refuse to acknowledge any bid;

(b) Withdraw any lot or lots before or during the sale;

(c) Exclude any person from the auction venue should it think fit.

5. Each lot in all cases shall be at the risk and expense of the purchaser, upon acceptance 
of his bid by the vendor or upon acceptance of the highest bidder’s offer by the vendor 
whichever shall be the earlier.

6. Except as expressly provided in these Terms and Conditions of Sale no guarantee or 
warranty shall be given in respect of any lot sold under these Conditions as to pedigree, 
sex, age, breeding condition or otherwise howsoever, and no guarantee, warranty or 
condition whatsoever shall be implied from any affirmation made before or at the time 
of the sale, or from any circumstances of the sale, but in all cases where a guarantee 
is intended the same shall attach and be enforceable only if reduced to writing before 
delivery of the lot and signed by the vendor or by the auctioneer acting as agent for the 
vendor, and the absence of such writing shall be conclusive evidence in case of dispute 
that no guarantee warranty or condition whatsoever was given or implied.

7. In the event of any dispute in respect to the sale of any lot:-

(i) The purchaser shall nevertheless be obliged to pay to the auctioneer the full purchase 
price and any other moneys or interest payable by the purchaser in accordance with these 
terms and conditions.

(ii) The vendor and the purchaser shall resolve the dispute between themselves; 

(iii) The auctioneer shall have no liability or responsibility in regard to the dispute; and 

(iv) no lot shall be returned to the auctioneer and the purchaser shall indemnify the 
auctioneer for all costs, expenses and damages which the auctioneer is put to or incurs by 
reason of the purchaser so doing.

8. The name of the vendor for whom the auctioneer acts is acknowledged to have been 
furnished to purchasers prior to sale and further particulars will in all cases be furnished 
to a purchaser if required. In the case of any dispute the remedy of the purchaser shall be 
against the vendor only and in no case or under any circumstances against the auctioneer 
who is to be regarded for all intents and purposes as agent for a disclosed principal.

9. (a) PAYMENT – Unless prior credit arrangements have been made in writing with the 
auctioneer the full purchase price for each lot shall be due and payable to the auctioneer 
in cash upon acceptance of the highest bid or the highest bidder’s offer by the vendor 
and prior to delivery. Notwithstanding that delivery is given to or possession obtained by 
the purchaser or his representative prior to the payment of the purchase money in full 
the property in any lot which is sold shall not pass to the purchaser until the full purchase 
price and all cheques, promissory notes, bills of exchange, acceptance orders or drafts 
given in connection with such payment have been paid and liquidated, and until property 
shall pass, the purchaser shall hold such lot as bailee, provided that in all cases should such 
payment not have been made and liquidated within 14 days of the date of the sale the 
auctioneer reserves the right to:-

(i) Rescind the contract on behalf of the vendor and repossess and resell any lot;

(ii) Recover from the purchaser interest upon the purchase price at a rate per annum which 
aggregates the 90 day Bill Rate plus two percentum. For the purposes of this condition 
“the 90 day Bill Rate” is the rate published regularly in the Australian Financial Review, 
expressed as a percentage per annum. If at any time the Financial Review ceases to 
publish a 90 day Bill Rate, the auctioneer shall determine and advise the purchaser of the 
interest rate to apply for the purpose of this condition.

(b) The auctioneer is selling as the del credere agent of the vendor and the full purchase 
price of any lot sold shall be payable by the purchaser to the auctioneer and be fully 
recoverable by the auctioneer in its own name.

10. If the purchaser shall neglect or fail to comply with any of the within conditions, any lot 
purchased by him may be immediately resold by public auction or private contract, with 
or without notice, at the risk of the former purchaser who will be held responsible for all 
loss and expenses arising out of such resale, and shall not participate in any profit accruing 
therefrom.

11. Any vendor or purchaser removing the sale number from any lot after it has been sold 
will fully indemnify all affected parties for any loss, costs or damage should the lot be 
wrongly delivered.

12. The purchasers, if more than one, shall be jointly and severally bound by these Terms 
and Conditions, and shall jointly and severally carry out and perform same.

13. Any person who advances a bid on a lot shall do so on the expressed condition and 
understanding that should that person’s bid be the highest bid and such bid is accepted 
by the vendor, then that person will be held personally liable for the price so agreed 
upon, regardless of the fact that person may be acting on behalf of another party, either 
disclosed or undisclosed to the vendor or the auctioneer, provided however, that this 
Condition shall not in any way negate the vendor’s right to claim against any principal and 
in such case the bidder’s liability shall be construed to be by way of guarantee.

14. The auctioneer may, should it think fit, make arrangements on a purchaser’s behalf for 
the feeding, watering, trucking, shipping of and general attendance to any lot after sale 
but no responsibility will be accepted by the auctioneer and all such service will be at the 
purchaser’s risk and expense.

15. No lot will be delivered until the sales invoice has been checked and signed by the 
purchaser or his duly authorised representative.

16. (a) Each lot in all cases shall be sold with all faults, if any, and excepting those conditions 
and warranties implied by the Trade Practices Act or any applicable State legislation which 
cannot be contractually excluded and excepting conditions and warranties expressly 
contained in these Terms and Conditions of Sale, any express or implied condition, 
statement or warranty, statutory or otherwise, is hereby excluded.

The auctioneer is not liable in respect of any error, misdescription or omission in any 
particulars appearing or stated regarding the descriptions or pedigrees of any lot offered 
for sale and no such error, misdescription or omission shall entitle the purchaser to annul 
the sale or reject the lot or claim any compensation, damage or abatement in price.

(b) Each lot will be sold subject to passing all veterinary tests required by the law of the 
State or country to which the purchaser intends to transport that particular lot, such tests 
to be undertaken at the purchaser’s expense and concluded immediately following the 
sale. In the event of a lot failing to pass these tests, the sale shall be null and void, any 

purchase moneys paid by the purchaser shall be refunded and property in the lot shall 
revert to or remain with the vendor.

17. GUARANTEES OF FERTILITY:-

17.1 BULLS. All bulls are guaranteed breeders and to so prove within six months of the date 
of sale or by reaching the age of 30 months whichever date shall be the later.

17.3 Claims under Clause 17.1 guarantees of fertility shall be made to the vendor within six 
months from the date of sale or prior to the animal entering a quarantine area other than 
on the vendor’s property.

17.3.1 All claims must be accompanied by a veterinary certificate which shall clearly identify 
the basis of the claim.

17.3.2 Infertility resulting from injury or disease occurring after the sale of the animal shall 
not be covered by this guarantee.

17.3.3 The vendor retains the right to have the animal placed on a property nominated by 
him or returned to his own property for further assessment of fertility for a period not 
exceeding six months. In the event of the animal being proven fertile within the period, the 
costs incurred shall be borne by the purchaser. In the event of the animal not being proven 
fertile within the period the costs incurred shall be borne by the vendor.

17.4 LIABILITY OF A VENDOR. Except for costs defined elsewhere in the conditions of 
sale, the liability of a vendor in respect of claims relating to fertility shall not exceed the 
purchase price of the animal(s) or to provide mutually agreed upon replacement animals.

17.5 REFUNDS. In the event of a claim being substantiated and the purchase price being 
refunded, the animal/s shall automatically become the property of the vendor and be 
returned to him or disposed of according to his instructions at his expense.

17.6 This guarantee shall be voided by the purchaser if - 

(a) The animal is returned to the vendor –

(i) in poor physical condition or with any injury;

(ii) tests carried out on behalf of the vendor within fourteen days of such return proved 
positive to any diseases which may affect the animal’s fertility or ability to breed naturally; 

(b) the purchaser has collected and stored semen from a bull or embryos from a female.

17.7 In the event of a dispute as to whether a lot is a breeder, such dispute shall be resolved 
by the vendor and the purchaser and the auctioneer, while he will use his best endeavours 
to assist, shall have no liability or responsibility in that regard. In the event that a lot is 
alleged or proved not to be a breeder, the purchaser shall nevertheless be obliged to pay 
the auctioneer the full purchase price and any other monies or interest payable by the 
purchaser in accordance with these Terms and Conditions.

18. (a) Each lot shall be at the risk of the vendor in respect of any damage or injury, 
whether by disease, accident or otherwise, for the period that the lot be in the custody of 
the auctioneer, PROVIDED THAT the auctioneer, its servants, agents and employees shall 
use all reasonable care to protect and control the lot while it is in the auctioneer’s custody 
AND PROVIDED THAT when a lot has been sold, it shall be at the risk of the purchaser in 
all respects.

(b) If any vendor brings to the sale premises any lot which is dangerous, or infected with 
any disease, that vendor shall be liable for all injury, damages, costs, losses, or expenses 
which the auctioneer may sustain, incur or be put to either directly or indirectly as a 
result of the vendor so doing. The auctioneer reserves the right, at its absolute discretion, 
to exclude from the sale, or put out of the sale venue or dispose of, any lot which in its 
opinion shows signs of any disease, whether infectious, contagious or not, or of any serious 
fault or of being dangerous.

19. DELIVERY – Except at the discretion of the auctioneer no lot shall be delivered to the 
purchaser unless payment of the purchase money together with any additional charges 
incurred including those expenses incurred by the auctioneer pursuant to Condition 14 
hereof, is first made by the purchaser to the auctioneer. Release of lots may be withheld by 
the auctioneer until personal cheques are cleared.

20. In these Conditions:-

(a) References to “Auctioneer” shall be taken to mean as the context so admits, the selling 
agent or any member, subsidiary or related corporation or body, officer, agent or employee 
thereof, authorised by the vendor to conduct the sale of the lot;

(b) “Purchaser” shall have the meaning ascribed to it in Condition 1;

(c) “Vendor” shall mean the person or corporation upon whose account lots are offered for 
sale and where a stud or farm is named shall mean the proprietor of that stud or farm;

(d) “Lot” shall be taken to mean the animal offered for sale and/or sold by the auctioneer 
on behalf of a vendor.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
The selling agent, its members, subsidiary or related corporations, officers, agents, and 
employees for themselves and for those for whom they act while exercising due care 
provide all information without responsibility and give no guarantee whatsoever as to 
its accuracy. All persons who attend the sale do so entirely at their risk and the selling 
agent, its members, subsidiary or related corporations, officers, agents, employees and its 
principals, for themselves and for those for whom they act, do not assume or accept any 
responsibility or liability of whatever nature for any injury or damage whatsoever which 
may occur.

ACCURACY

Every care has been taken in compiling this catalogue to ensure accuracy of 
information supplied, but no responsibility is accepted for any errors which may occur. 
You are encouraged to seek independent verification of any information contained in 
this catalogue before relying on such information.

BREEDPLAN

Breedplan data is reviewed on a monthly basis and may vary from printing to sale day. 
Changes to data may occur and alter significantly without notification. We have no control 
over changes made to ABRI.

© Copyright 2024. Copyright in the layout and wording of text printed in this Palgrove sale catalogue is owned by Palgrove and 
may not be copied or printed by any other person without consent.

LIVESTOCK AUCTION TERMS AND 
CONDITIONS OF SALE



SALE NOTES



Thank you for your support of this special Sale.

 Please make sure you visit us at Site O50 for some Palgrove Hospitality during your time at BEEF24

We wish everyone a safe trip home. 

SALE NOTES



Hunter Valley Bull Sale
FRIDAY 7TH JUNE, 11AM
SCONE SALEYARDS

45 CHAROLAIS | 20 ULTRABLACK

Annual Bull Sale
FRIDAY 13TH SEPTEMBER, 12PM
‘GLEN WILGA’, CHINCHILLA

100 CHAROLAIS | 100 ULTRABLACK

VENDOR CONTACTS:

BEN NOLLER

M 0427 700 949

E bnoller@palgrove.com.au

BEN O’DWYER

M 0447 180 690

E ben.odwyer@palgrove.com.au

palgrove.com.au



BEN NOLLER

M 0427 700 949

BEN O’DWYER

M 0447 180 690

palgrove.com.au
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